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Abstract. A general dcxcription of shapes of inverse szquknces in an arbitrary category ks pre- 
se:lte$ patterned after the MardeW-Segal forrrblation of shape in terms of ANR-systems. This 
is aprlieii to classify. up to shape, all n-like metric continua, where n is a particular 
nite polyhedra. New shape invariants Lvhich generalize the concept of movability are presented. 
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shape ’ inverse systems 
motavable n-like continua. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of &ape, introduced by Borsuk in [ 1 ] and f 2], has been 
re;!ormula’.ed byMardeW and Segal in f 91 and [ 1 O] in terms of ANR,- 
systems. Tile Marder%-Segal formulation is particularly useful for clas- 
sifying, up to shape, II-like continua in the sense of [7] f where II is a 
given class of finite polyhedra. Recall that a metric continuum x’ is II- 
like if for each E 3 0 there exists a polyhedron PE in 71 and a continuous 
map&: X+P, onto such that diamf;-IQ) < e foranyy in.&. In [7] 
it was shown that the I%like metric continua are precisely the inverse 
limits of inverse sequences of spaces in II with zM(l maps between theim, 
thus rendfiring the MardeW-Segal formulation of shape convenient for 
the shape classification of such continua. Indeed, this classification was 
carried out in [ 91 in case II consists of a single sphere, in [ 51 and ] 11 f
in case Il consists of a single real projective space, 2m.i irr [B] in case N 
consist: of a single suitably chosen Moore space. 
In Section 2 below, we present a general description ofshapes of ilp . 
verse sequences of morphisms in an arbitrary category, patterned after 
arde&C--Segal formulation. In case the category has 
ii.&, the morphisms km g semigroup with unit, under composition), this 
reduces to the GOIIG~@I of shape classification of sequences in semigroups, 
presented in [S] l When applied to the category of homotopy classes of 
maps,bctween spaces in II, shape classification of inverse sequences in the 
latter cr,tegory ields the shape classification of II-like metric continua. 
In Section 3, we apply Section 2’to carry out the shape classification 
of II-like metric continua, where II eonsists of all finite wedges of a suit- 
ably chosen Mloore space, extending the results of [6] = 
In Section 4 we consider the concept of movability in the general 
categorical setting, patterned after the Marde&$--§egaI formulation in 
[S] . We introduce shape invariants for metric continua called movabil- 
with respect functws which the concept movability 
introduced 8 orsuk [ 3 and reforrllulated MardeU and in 
[ 81. To illustrate the potentid usefuiness of this concept, we present 
an exampie of two metric continua which are both non-movable and 
whose shape classes are not easily distinguished by the usual shape in- 
variants, but which are distinguished by movability with respect o a 
suitably chosen functor. 
2. Shape equivalence incstegmimi of inverse systems 
Let C? be any category. We form a new category J,, the category of 
inwrse sequences over C, as follows: An objecat X of S, consists of a 
sequence 
Xl + 
SL x, 2- x1, 2 ,.. 
of morphisms in e. For convenience, if yyt <, n, we write smn : A& + Xm 
for the composition s, s, + I! . . . s,,_~ . By convention, s,, = 1 .X . A 
mcsphissn f: X ,-p Y in J Q consists of a map of inverse sequencnes as de- 
fined in [4, pp. 2 13, 2141. Explicitly, if 
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f consists of a non-decreasing function f : 
the positive integers, and a collection of morphisms {f,: _$n,i -+ Yp,t,n e .Z’] 
such that if y)2 < y1, the cliagram 
commutes, Composition of morphisms ind, is composition of maps of 
inverse systems as defined in [ 4, p. 2 141. Explicitly, ifg : .X + Y and 
g : Y + % are morphisms in CS e, their composition h = d : X -F Z is de 
fined as 
?l=fg:z++z+, bl = &fg(n) = Xfg(n) -+ 4l l 
If X is an objeqt in 3 c, the identity map 1, on X is defirted in the 
obvious way. 
Let @ andrl) be categories and T: e + Q a covariaA functor. T in- 
duces a covariant functx J,: de -+ 3 Q , defined as folZo*ws; If 
x = (X, 2-q Ax3 2- . ..) 
in JJ y then 
in&,. If f : X -+ Y is a rilorphism in & , then c6 T (f) = g is gives by 
g = f’: Z+ + Z”, gn - T(f,). 
e 
The following defini5on is patter&d after t)le Mard&“--Segal fort- 
mulation of shape in [9] . 
and Y objects in3, ,.ar df,g: X + Y mnrphisms in &. fand g ale 
shape-equivalent, vt;rZkn f-- g, if for every JZ E Z? , there exists 
m > f(n), g(ar) such that the following diagram commutes: 
It is easily checked that shape-equivalence ORmorphisms of 3, is an 
equivaience r lation. Moreover7 the following is easily proved: 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose f, f : X + Y, g, 9’ : Y -+ Z are morphism in & 
with f - f I, g :Z g’. l7ie12 gf = g’f’. 
Definition 2.3. ket X and Y be objects in & . X and Y are said to be 
skpe-equivalent, writ ten X = Y, if there exist morphisms f : X + Y, 
g: Y+Xin$, such that@2 lx,fg2: 1,. 
It is easily Aecked that shape-equivalence on objects of & is an 
equivalence r lation. We denote by Sh(C?) the collection of shape-equiv- 
alence classes of objects of 3, . 
Proposition 2.4. Let T :C + ~3 be a covarian t functor. Ij’j’, g are shape- 
equivalent morphismi in dc , then CT (if), J &$ are shape-zquivalent 
morphisms in J Cb . If X, Y are shape-equivalent objects in 3, , then 
CB *(Xl, J *(Y) are shape-equivalent objects in 4 9 . 
The proof is straightforward. 
It follows from 2.4 ;i:hat T induces Sh( 7”) l S (e) + Sh(Q), which sends 
e skape-equivalence class of an object X in J, to the shape-equivalence 
class of the object 3 T 
on 2.5. If S : e -+Q, T : tD + C are mvarkmt jkwtors, then 
= Sh(T)Sla(S) I Sh(e) + Sh(G). 
The proof is straightforward. 
IUS Sh can ‘oe regarded as a covariant functor from thie category of 
categories with cova * nt functors as morphisms, to the czktegory of clas- 
ses. In practice we generally deal with small categories, o that Sh, 
will be set-valued. 
Let II be a set of finite poiyh .&a, Let R(n) denote th.re homotopy 
category OC II, i.e., the objects of w(n) are the members of n, and the 
morphisms of 9y(II) are homotopy classes of continuous maps between . 
members of II. Let MC(II) denote the collection of II-like metric con- 
tinua in the sense of [ 71 (see Section l), and the Sh(MC(l1)) denote the 
set of shr:pe classes of spaces in MC(n) in the sense of Bolrsuk [ 1 T 21 
(qquivalcntly [ 9,l lo] ). The following follows from [ 9,10,7] . 
Theorem 2.6. There is a bijection Q, : SJ-@(n)) + Sh(MC(II)) given as 
folio ws: Let 
x= {X, 
a3 
s-- x2 2- x, --- . . . } 
in S~,2~(n). For each n > 1, choose an onto map ,fn :’ Xn+l+ Xn in the 
ho wo topy class cy, . Let @(shape-equivalence class of IV) = shape class of 
the mverse limit of the system 
Xl 
cfi x, 2- x3 2. ... 
The following lemma will be useftil in Section 3. We omit its straight- 
forward proof. 
I.zn-lma 2.8. Let e be a category airtd XI Y objects ii, Jc! . If Y is obtained 
from X by deleting au initial segment, i. e., if 
x= (x, +sLx, 2x3 2-- . ..) p 
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fo. lTome IT 2 I, then X 2: Y. If Y is obtained from X by amalgamation, L 
i.e. if 
81 $2 
x= {X, ,- x2 - .*. 1 , 1 < n1 < n2 < n3 < . . . , 
s1 s2 ..L sTll -1 Snlsnl +l -sn2--1 Sn2 sn2+l -sn,-1 
k’l= {Xl --xn, -- x 4 
n2 
. . . 1 , 
3. Shape classification a4 (all finite wedges of a Moore space)-like 
continua 
Let 1~112 3 and let p be an odd prime, both fixed throughout his sec- 
tion. Let Q be the space obtained by attaching an (1wz + I)-cell tea the m- 
sphere EY’ via a map of degree p. For n 2 1, let P,, denote the wedge, or 
one-point union, of II copies of Q. (By convention, PO is a point.) 
Q is a kfoore space of type ( m). In [ 61, all P,-like continua were 
classified for each n. Iri the p t section, we extend the results of [6] 
by classifying all II-like continua, where II = (PO, P, , I$, . . . ) . 
We identify H,, (Q; Z) with Zp, by choosing any isomorphism. Then 
for n 2 0, Hm (P, ; Z) is canonically identified with (Zp jn, the direct 
sum of r2 copies of ZP . 
whose objects are (Z,)*, (Z$ , (ZP)2, . ..> 
ZP -linear transformations between them. 
M(Z,) can be viewed as the category whose morphisms are all rectan- 
gular matrices of finite size with entries in ZP, and composition is ma- 
trix multiplication. The proof of the following is the same as the proof 
of [ 6, Tlheorem 3.41. 
orem 3.1. 47~ fl.l;lctcxr N, (* ; Z) establishes an isomorphism of tht:? 
category ff (II), the homotopy category of II, with M(Z,). 
Thus, in order to classi& all II-like metric continua. up to shape, it 
suffices, in view of 2.4 , 2.5 and 2.6, to find Sh :rp. 
The considerations below are valid for an arbzkary field F. I 
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tion 11, the argument given required F tt’cy be a finite field, but we 
circumvent this finiteness hypothesis here, We replace by F, and 
form l:he category M(F) whosis objec:ts are Fo, F’, F2, . . . and whose 
morphisms are aH F-linear transformations between them. IEquivaIently, 
we regard the morphisms of M(p;3 as rectangular matrices with entries 
in F: 
Definition 3.2. Let X = {Frill *hAI 8’ “w’~ . ..) be an &je:ct in ($ M(F). 
Fork ? 1, fet rk =min (r~k(..4!~,~k+I ,,.. Ak+$i q ?T 0). Ntste that 
rk - <z k+l for all k The s&zbZe IVUI~ of X, denoted v(X), is defined to 
be limk 3oo rk . 
Thus either the sequence (“R} is bounded, in &ich case Y(X) is a no20 
negative integer, or {pk) is unbounded, in which ca% $#?) = =. 
For each non-negative integer yt, let 
4 4t 
xn = (F” - Fn f--- . ..}. 
where In is the identity map on FT Then r(X& = YI. 
Fork20,letPk. l Fk+l + Fk denote projection on the . 
dinates, and let 
Then r(X,) = 00. The following theorem extends [6, Theorem 2.6]: 
Theorem 3.3. Two objects in dMtI;) are shapwquivaknt if md only 
if their stable ranks are equd. 
Proof. It suffices to show: 
Ci)) If s SC t, s and t non-negative integers or OQ, then XS ;l X,. 
(ii) If r(X) = n, thlen X z A&. 
suppose 0 c, s < t L -, and that there exist morphisms f : Xzr + &. 
g:&+XSinJM(FI such that f9 = I,* W1ite *j. 
4 A2 
I& = {Y, -- Y, - . ..). 
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Then Ai of 1; if t in ibiter, Ai = pi if t = 60. We tlave 
,x, = (F s 4 4 - FS +-- . ..}. 
For each k 2 1, there exists m > k, g/‘(k) such that the diagram 
jfk 
V 
yk 
I Akm 
4 ‘J’k 
‘k 
commutes. Sinee dim P = s, it fohows that rank Akm <, s for ah k. 
Hence v[X,) < s, a contradiction, proving (i). 
To prove (ii), consider first the case r(X) = ~1, rz finite. Say 
Al A2 
x = {X,, - x9 - . ..}. 6. 
By deletion of an initial segment and amalgamation (Lemma 2.8), we 
can assume, without loss of generality, that rank (&Ak+I . . . A,,,) =: n 
for all k 2 H and 4 > 0. Thus since 
it follows that &+I = imAlk+l @ kerAk and A, maps imAk+l iso- 
morphicall:y onto im A, foi all k 2 1. Choose arbitxxy monomorphisms 
& : Fn -+ Xk with imfk = im A,. Define gk : Xk -+ Tn as follows: Let 
gl be any linear transformation such that glfi = 5,. For k 2 2, define 
& to be j-t1 OfI im Ak, 0 On hrA,_ 1. Set 
= u * 7n ww-2 +---- p g2A 2f3 - F:' mhf4 --... j 
y SettingfCk) = k = glkj for k 2 1, the sequences cfk 1, yield 
morphislms f : ijrl /c.t M(F), respectively. e have 
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anil. fg = h, where hk : Xk + & is the identity on im A, for k h I . Thus 
h, -4, = 1~~ A, for all k 2 1, and so fg = 1,. Thus 
gkilk fk+l:bFn -+ Fn, k 2 1. Eachi 
* fv y, Write B, = 
k is an isomor&ism. Define morplh- 
:~s~w: ‘f/+ Xnp S: Xn + Yin &J1(FJ byr(k)=s(k)=kforkI, l,r, “Ia, 
rk =B$3,...Bk_l fork2 2,~ =ril fork> l.Thenrs=lx n’ s~=?Ip 
ancl SO Y z Xn c Thus X 2 Xn ) proving (ii) in ease n is finlite. 
Now suppose r(X) =-. Writing X = (X, 44 X, + ‘* . ..} lwe can as- 
sume without loss of generality, by deletion of an initial segment and 
amalgamation (Lemma 2.8), that there exists a strictly increasing se- 
quence of positive integers (yzk} such that for all k 2 1 a:nd q 2 0, 
rank (A,AR,: . . . A& = nk. Thus since 
rank(A+rar& (&Ak++ rank(Ak+l), 
it follows that Xk:+! = PIII,A~+~ @ Uk+l, where Uk+l C kt:rAk, and A, 
rr~ps im Akcl onto im A,k for all k 2 1. Choose arbitrary monomorphism?; 
fk + Fn” + Xk with imfk = im Ak. Define gk: & -+ Fnk as follows: Let 
gl be any linear transformation such that grfi = Ini. For k 2 2!, define 
& t0 be&’ on imA,, 0 on uk. Set 
B, =&Akfk+l: Fnk+l + Fnk, k 2 1 
an? let 
y = {Frill +s- j?* 2 ,.. } .
The same proof as in the preceding case shows X = Y. Note that each 
Bk is an epimorphism. Let &k, flk+l : Fnk+l + F”k denote projection 
on the first nk coordinates. Define a sequence of isomorphisms 
ik 1 Fnk -+ Fnk inductively on k as fcl?ows: Let i, = In1 . dissuming i&l 
has been defined, let ik be any isomorphism such that the diagram 
Bk- 1 
Fnk-I+------ Fnk 
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commutes. This is possible since L3k_l, pnR_ I, nk and ik _ _ axe epi- 
morphisms. Let jk = @, k 2 1. Let 
. 
2 = pq + ‘nlsn2 pz2 t Pf129n3 _._I . 
By setting i(k) = j(k) =: ,k, the sequences {ik }, & } define: morphisms 
i : y + 2, j : Z + Y in JnlcF,, respectively. We have v == I,;lr, ji = 1 y, and 
SO Y z Z!. Since Pnk,nk+l = pnkpfik+l . . . pnk+ 1 -1, it fC&YWS from Lem- 
m.a 2.8 that 2 E X, , completing the proof. 
The inverse sequence of polyhedra P,,L P, 2 P, Aa, n finite, 
yields an inverse sequence in R(n) to which Xn correspo:nds under the 
functor H;n (a ; Z). The kverse limit of the above system is P,. 
ll3e bwerse sequence of polyhedra 
where qk : I”k+l + & maps the union of the first k ieaves of Pk+ 1 holrr eo- 
morphically onto Pk a maps the last leaf to a point, yklds an inversl: 
sequence irM(11) to w h X, corresponds under the fulnctor Hm ( l ; ‘Z). 
We denote ,the inverse limit of the above system by Pm. . 
Write Sh(X) for t e shape class of the metric continuum X. Com- 
bining 2.6,3.1 and 3.3, we obtain: 
Tlwrem 3.4. Let II = (PO, P,, Pz, . . . }. Then 
Sh(MUn)) = GNP& Sh(P, ), Sh(P,), . . . . Sh(lr”, )), 
mri tkse shape classes are all distinct. 
. Movability 
on 4.1. Eet CZ be any ca egory, and X = (xl +f!- X2 +K . . ~ I} 
an object in3 c . We say that X is movable if for each n E Z+, there ex- 
ist:, an m 2 rt such 1’:hart for every 4 2 n there exists a morphism 
p’1 : X, + Xi in E’ such tha: the following diagram conrmutes: 
N&e. if n <, 4 5; m, we can always take rmq = ,yqm, so that we need 
only c13ncern ourselves with 4 > m, The defin%tion 1, phrased as above 
so that it generalizes correctly to the situation of ir. Terse systems where 
the index set is an arbitrary dirxcted set, 
The above definition i; patterned after the Marde$i&Segal f~~rmu- 
lation of movability [8]. If X is a metric continuum, represented as the 
inverse limit of a sequence of finite polyhedra 
4 
fl 
- X2 
fi 
- ..* , 
then following 181, X is said 
x = {X, 2 x2 
to be movab& if the object 
is2 3 
- . . . 1 
ia? J9y , Bc the h.o,notopy category of all finite polyh.edra, ismov7able i.n
tit? sense of 4.1 e It is shown in [ 81 that this definition of movable con- 
tinua is equivalent to that given by Borsuk 131. The proof in [ 81 that 
movability of metric continua is a shape invariant carries over to the 
more general categorical setting to yield the f$lowing: 
Propmition 4.2. Let C be any category. If X and Y are objtxts im & 
such that X and Y are shape-equivalent, then X is movable if and snly 
if Y is movable. 
Proposition 4.3. Let T: i? + 0 be a covaHant functor. Let X be (I mow- 
able object in & . Tkn 3 *(X) is a movable object in &. . 
The proof is immediate. 
. Eet T: Bc + (2 be a covariant fun&or, where 
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homotopy category of all finite polyhedra, and e an arbitrary category. 
‘Jve say that a metric continuum X is movable with respect o T if when- 
ever X is represented ES the inverse limit of a sequence of finite polyhedra 
fr f2 x, +-- x, - .*. ,
then writing 
3 #) is movable in 3~ . 
Movabihty with respect o a functor is well defined in view of 4.2, 
2.4 and the fact [ 91 that the shape-eqtiivalence class of X is determined 
by the metric continiium X. It is also immediate from the above that 
movatility with respect o a functor T is a shape invariant for metric 
conGnua. 
If T is the identity functor on 9y, then movability with respect o 1” 
reduces to ordinary movability z.;3 previously defined. 
If a metric continuum X is movable, then by 4.3, X is movable with 
respect o any functor T. 
The concept of shape for metric continua can also be forrmulated in a 
pointed context, where we require ah! spaces to have base points, and 
all maps and homotopies to preserve base points. We then talk of 
pointed shape and pointed movability isame definitions, except hat 
5U is replaced byFWa, the category of finite pointed polyhedra, with point- 
ed homotapy classes of maps as morphicms). 
As an illustration of tl-,d potential usefulness of the conciept of mov- 
ability with respect o a functor, we present an example of two non- 
movable pointed continua whose pointed shape classes are not easily 
distinguished by the usual shape invariants, but which are distinguished 
by movability with respect o a suitably chosen functor. 
Let i, : 28 + S tf S and i, . l s2 -+ s’ \/ s2 enote the respective 
inclusions of the two leaves into the wedge. Let t denote the element 
of 4v1 (Sl v S2 ) determined by i, , and (Y the element of ?r2 (Sl v S2 ) 
determined by 11~. Write G = TI-~ (Sl v S2). Then G is infinite cyclic with 
generator t. Write the group operation in G as multiplicatioln, and the 
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ape-ation in n2 (S1 v S2) as addition. Let ZG denote the ;integ~al group 
ring of G. The action of zl on n2 yields a G-module struc’$ure on 
n2(S1 v S2). By considering the universal covering space of S1 v S2, 
it is easily seen that n2 (23’: v S2) is’the free ZG-modulie geltzera ted by c 
Let f: Ss K S2 + S1 v S2 be any pointed map whose restriction to 
S1 represents t2 in rl (S1 v S2) and whose restriction to !? is home- 
topicaliy trivial. Let g : S v S2 + S1 v S2 be any poikted map whose 
restriction to S1 represents t2 in r1 (Sr 4 S2) and whose restriction to 
S2 represants [ -8) . a in x2 (Sl v S2). Let X be the inverse limit of ‘tire 
system 
f f s v s2 c--L’ v E2 c--- . . . 
and Y the inverse limit of the system 
s v s2 +f-- s1 v s2 g - . . . . 
Wrrie 
VI X={s’VS2~1fl s1vs----,..}~ 
kl y=: (sl v 9 t S’ v S2 Lg’ I- a.. 1 
in :&Q. 
We will show that X and Y have isomorphic kech homI:r,logy and co- 
homology groups with arbitrary coefficients, that J_ (Xj = 3,, (Y) and 
hence 
1i.m {nr (Sl v sq,f, ] = lim {q(S’ V S2)!l g+ .k, 
c f- 
that 
lim {n2(S1 v S2), .f* } = lim (wz(S v S2), g* :I, = 0, f c 
and that both X and Y are non-movable in the pointed sense. However, 
we will be able to distinguish the pointed shape clasees of X and Y by con- 
sidering movability“with respect o the functor 7r2. 
It is easily seen that f and g induce the same homomorphisms in horn& 
ogy, from which it fol%Jws that X and Y have isomo~q#cr: tech homolt-8 
ogy and cohomology groups with arbitrary coefficients. 
Also, f* = g,, : al (Sl v S2) -f w1 (S1 v p ), both maps sendtig f to 
t2. It fol%ows that 
= G 
s 
c-i- 1 **= , 
tjvhere s(r) = t2. This last inverse sequence isnon-movable. For given 
N E Zf , if there existed m 2 n satisfying the movability condition 4.1, 
then taking q == m+ 1 ‘we would have P-n = sm+l + arm +l. Say 
Pm+ l(t) = t% Then t2rst-n = tzm+lank, and so we would have P!-n = 
2”1 *I-? which is impossible for k E 2. Hence by 4.3, X and Y iare both 
non-movable objects in 6 gp , and so X and. Y are both non-movable 
con&inua in thil: pointe:d sense. Clearly, 
f 
. 
* : T#’ v 52) -+ “z(Sl v S2) 
is the 0 homomorphism, and so 3,, (X) is movable and 
lim 9r2(S v S2j, f* } = 0. c- 
Since g* (a) = (1 -t) l or and g*(t) = t2, it follows easily by induction 
that 
g!!(cu)= p;(1_rZ”)*a for n 2 0. ,” 
An element in l&m { ‘TT* (:Sl v S2 ), g,, } consists of a seq gence 
CPI (0 l a9 p2 (t)‘* a , . . . 1, Pi(t) E ZG, such that g* [pi.+ 1 IIt) l a]’ =pi(t) l Q 
for i 2 1. It follows th.at each pi(t) IS divkible, in ZG, by 1 -Ok fcrr all 
k 2 0. ZG is the ring of all finite Laurent series 22fz_N izk tk, ak E Z. It is 
easily seen that the only element in ZG which is divisible by i -tZk for 
all k 2 0 is 0. Hence pi(t) = 0 for all i, and so 
lim (7r2(S1 ~1 S2 ), g, ) = 0. <- 
In order to distinguish the pointed shaipe types of X and I’, we con- 
si#der movability with respect f:o the fu.nc:tor 7r2. We already noted that 
l 
dnz (.x) is movable, so it suffices to show that Jn2 ( is non..mo\r able. 
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Suppose J,, (Y) we movable, Let n be in + , and suppose m! > h - 
satisfies the movability condition 4.1 ji and take q = m + 1. Their we 
rnust have gy-” = gy +L-n P 01+l. We can write P m+r. (cw)N=p(ir) * Q, 
where p(t) is a finite Laurent series. Then 
m+l-n =p(t2 ) 
[ 
m -n 
I-I 
k=O 
(1 -t2k) 
1 
. Cy. 
Since 7r2(S1 ; S2) is t e free ZG-module generated by (III, iit would fol- 
IOW that 
m-n- 1 
n 
k=0 
(1 _t2k) = g(t2m+l+) “ri” (1 _.t2k) 
k=O 
in ZG: Since ZG has no zero-divisors, we obtain 1 = p(t2ntie1-n )( 1 -Pawn ), 
and hen, e 1 -Ornun wou.ld bo invertible in ZG. But the augmellta tion 
4 mape. l 2S + 2, given by e(Z ak tk) = 2 iok, is a ring homomorphism with 
e( 1) = 1, and so invertible lements of ZG mu!;t have augmentai,tion f I. 
Since c:( 1 -t2m-n) = 0, 1 -t2m-n is not in!. zrtible in ZG, a contradiction. 
Hence I* is non-movable with respect o the ft:nctos 9r2, and hence the 
pointed shape types of X and Y are distinct, 
Fin&y, we remark that although we restricted ourselves to inverse 
sequent e:; in this paper, the general categorical notions of shape and 
movalAity extend to inverse systems with arbitrary directed sets as in- 
dexing sets. 
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